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The first part of this proposal is the list of future directions that currently exists in our S1 burst search paper,
enumerated for easy reference. Comments are welcome; the S1 paper is still under development!

The second part focuses on specific tasks which a Caltech / MIT group would like to pursue, to develop the
existing pipeline for S2.

I must note that I haven’t yet talked this over with other folks, but was hoping to forge a coherent set of
efforts at Caltech, MIT, and any other interested parties!.

1 Directions for improved analysis in the future

The analysis presented here is only weakly optimized, and leaves much room for improvement. Based on lessons
learned during the S1 analysis, we do indeed plan to make many improvements in our search methodology, and
add many new features.

1. We will use improved whitening and high-pass filtering, thus improving the time resolution of SLOPE, and
better optimizing the detection of bursts. We have also implemented an adaptive threshold for the SLOPE
event trigger generator, thus making its event rate much less sensitive to variations in detector noise.

2. We will give considerably more attention to optimizing and characterizing our event trigger generators.

3. We are also preparing several other event trigger generators, using a variety of detection techniques. One
creates time-frequency tilings of several resolutions, and examines the statistics of each tile for large ex-
cursions [?]. Another performs a wavelet transform on the time series from each detector, and looks for
coincident excursions. Another examines each time series for change points in the statistics.

4. We are also exploring the use of matched filtering techniques, with different template basis sets.

5. We continue to explore the effective use of vetoes applied to bursts identified in the gravitational wave data
channel, based on auxiliary channels that monitor the environment and interferometer sensing and control.
We will ensure that there is negligible chance of a real gravitational wave burst registering in such auxiliary
channels.

6. We are preparing to make much better use of the raw gravitational wave data channel time series, after
initial (coarse) identification of coincident events with the event trigger generators. We expect to be able
to tighten our coincidence window so that it is limited only by the light-travel time between detector sites.

7. We can require that burst events detected at different sites be consistent in amplitude (after correcting
for detector response), frequency band, and waveform. Such statistical tests will enable us to scrutinize
candidate coincidences for a faithful match (in the presence of uncorrelated noise) at all detectors. We will
also continue to search for any evidence of correlations in noise fluctuations between detectors.

8. We expect to incorporate data from simultaneous observations made with other detectors in the world-wide
network, and develop procedures for making use of coincident detection in some or all of a network of N
detectors.

9. We will formulate a more astrophysical style of interpretation, setting limits on populations of events in
three-dimensional space. This would be aided by the use of model waveforms (such as black hole ringdowns
or supernova waveforms [?, ?]) in efficiency simulations or as special templates in an event trigger generator.

10. We will continue to monitor our understanding of the detector response and the realism of the efficiency
simulations through detailed comparison of software simulations with burst signals injected directly into
the detectors via the mirror control systems.
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11. We continue to pursue searches with more targeted goals. We are searching for gravitational wave bursts
coincident with gamma ray burst events, using the methodology described in [?].

12. We are making use of tight temporal coincidences between bursts detected with widely separated detectors
(such as LIGO and GEO600) for targeting bursts from specific locations in the sky, such as the Galactic
core or disk.

13. Finally, and crucially, we are developing a set of criteria by which we can establish confidence in the
detection of gravitational wave bursts at the single event level. In such a case, we will use information from
all participating detectors to reconstruct our best estimate of the gravitational wave direction, polarization,
and waveform.

2 Specific goals for this proposal

We work under the assumption that we will retain a main feature of our pipeline: Event Trigger Generators,
based on LAL code in LDAS, scan a single GW data channel, looking for event triggers. Coincidence between
2 or more detectors follows in a 2nd step. (This is in contrast to approaches that start with 2 or more detector
data streams, eg, WaveBurst).

2.0.1 Improved, and standardized, single-IFO burst parameters.

All of our current ETGs make crude estimates of a burst’s start-time and duration; some also estimate the
frequency band. They all have some crude, ETG-algorithm-dependent measure of SNR, on which we threshold.
We envision that after the ETG has done its job, it can call a standard piece of LAL code from within it’s LDAS
job. It tells this piece of code the start time and duration of the burst. This LAL code would then (1) use the
full (N-minute, currently 6) data stretch to estimate the background PSD; (2) calculate the excess power in the
ETG-determined time interval (and frequency band, if available), and calculate a REAL, standard, SNR; (3)
use the calibration information to calculate a real amplitude (or hrms, or both); (4) use standard techniques to
estimate an improved start time (with sub-msec precision), duration, and frequency band. The ETG would then
store these parameters in the sngl burst metaDB table, along with any ETG-specific information it wants (in
a blob). The sngl burst table entries for startTime, endTime, frequencyBand, amplitude, and SNR should not
contain ETG-specific info, as they do now.

2.0.2 Post-coincident processing with sngl burst trigger info.

The post-coincident processing can continue to focus on single IFO quantities. With the improvements noted
above, it can make much tighter time coincidences, and require consistency in frequency band, amplitude hpeak,
and hrms.

2.0.3 Post-coincident processing with coherent analysis.

Laura, Julien, Sergey, and AJW have all developed algorithms to correlate the raw data from pairs of IFO data
streams. In the context of this proposal, the utility of these algorithms is (1) to further improve waveform delay
time between pairs of IFOs; (2) to develop criteria for waveform consistency, to suppress remaining accidental
coincidences. I propose that we establish an automated pipeline mechanism to (1) bring two or more data streams
together in a single LDAS job, focusing on short data stretches surrounding a burst identified by an ETG; (2)
provide a standard platform (LAL code in LDAS with all the necessary infrastructure) to contain the algorithms
mentioned above; (3) fill the multi burst table with standardized quantities based on these algorithms. This
should ideally be done in a way that permits a full coherent pipeline (ie, running on all the data rather than
just ETG-selected stretches where coincident bursts are identified), as is done already by Sergei/Igor and Julien;
however, it must be able to also handle time-shifted coincidences.
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2.0.4 The inverse problem.

Using 2 or more data streams, and our best measures of the burst duration and amplitude, we can construct a
best estimate of the burst waveform, amplitude, and direction as it is incident on the detector array. We propose
to develop LAL/LDAS code to do this. This work thus builds directly on and towards Julien’s efforts to identify
burst coincidences in real time and establish the event direction, for quick telescope pointing.

2.0.5 Further development of simulation tools.

We propose to develop packages, based on both dataconditioning API and LAL, to easily inject calibrated bursts
of any morphology into the data stream at any points in time and with any amplitude. We can make this much
easier for the casual user, without a lot of work.

2.0.6 Employing ZM and other astrophysically-motivated waveforms to derive limits on bursts as
a function of distance to the source.

This is a straightforward extension of our previous work; in fact, we did it for E7. Too bad we dropped it for S1!

2.0.7 Matched filtering techniques.

We’re also interested in developing matched filtering techniques, eg, using “delta functions”. For example, we can
decimate the data into coarser time bins (say, 1 msec), look for single bins that exceed a ±3σ cut, and cluster
them.

2.0.8 Continued development of and understanding of calibration information and direct com-
parisons of hardware and software injections.

2.0.9 Thinking about how to best combine data from 3 or more IFO’s.

We will have 4, 5 or even more IFO’s operating in coincidence, with widely different sensitivities. How do we
handle things like 2/3, 3/5, 4/6, etc combinations of coincident detections? We can follow the IGEC model of
separately reporting different combinations; but it may be possible to distill the information in a more coherent,
network-y way. we should all be thinking about how to best do this.
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